


Twisted stories

Do you always take the contents of fairy tales as granted, as proven, 
as indisputable? Well, maybe you shouldn’t. What if Little Red Riding 

Hood’s favourite colour had been blue or green? 
What if Cinderella had not lost her shoe on the royal staircase? 

What if there had been more than seven dwarfs? 
These stories play with our imagination and pretend that, for instance, 

there was one more little guy who wanted to be different 
from his seven friends.

« twisted stories », laureate of the 2021 
Luxembourg Literature Contest, play 

with our imagination and propose 
hilarious new versions of well known 

legends, fables and fairy tales.
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Come Again?

come again?

Kressida is a kind fairy who wants to grant everyone a wish. 
There’s just one problem: because of her advanced age, she doesn’t 

hear that well anymore and misunderstands a lot. That’s why she 
conjures up a lot of nonsense. Kressida’s misunderstandings are 

precisely what gave the animals their distinct characteristics. We learn 
why the elephant has a trunk, why the kangaroo has a pouch and why 
the baboon has naked buttocks. And how did the pig get its curly tail, 

or the donkey its long ears?
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A little catastrophe

My patchwork family is a terrific family. 
So many changes in only one year…

Over time, through the seasons, through the highs and 
lows of life, let’s go meet Lila and her family

through stories that are both simple and touching,
and that make every day a wonderful adventure. 

A little catastrophe

My
-Family



Who’s afraid of 
the Big Bad Lunch?

Glup, Plop, Hisssss....

There’s a monster in Daisy’s kitchen!

How can she get rid of it? Join Daisy on an extraordinary 
adventure as she explores a secret world, hidden 
in the garden, where she discovers the amazing 

superpowers of fruit and vegetables. 
But will she be able to defeat the monster?
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Who’s afraid of the Big Bad Lunch?

A veggie-licious 

adventure!
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